
EMBRACING THE “NEW” NORMAL

SOCIAL DISTANCING 
REIMAGINED SPACES



Social distancing has become one of the keys to ensuring safety during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
What exactly does that mean when it comes to your office or business? How do you ensure people 
remain 6 feet apart – both at their workstations and as they move around the facility? How do you 
protect people in public spaces like reception areas where they do need to interact with others?

Let Neu Concepts help you reimagine your space, finding solutions to all of these challenges. 
From protective barriers and moveable walls to directional signage, we can design and build 
solutions that allow you to safely bring your workforce and clients back into your space.

Your entry is the first opportunity to ensure 
safety while educating everyone about proper 
protocol. Some important components include:

•  Reconfiguring lobbies and entries to 
    include social distancing 

•  Special stations for temperature checks 
    before people enter

•  Adding plexiglass protective barriers to 
   help maintain appropriate space

•  Signage explaining social distancing 
   protocols to be followed

•  Floor markings to ensure a consistent 
   traffic flow that allows for 6 feet of space

REIMAGING THE WORKSPACE
FOR SOCIAL DISTANCING

INVITING, YET 
SEPARATED ENTRYWAYS

Safely bring your workforce and clients back into your space.



Adapting for lower density will be a primary 
goal for many offices. Maintaining 6 feet of 
distance means each person needs 36 square 
feet of space. Key aspects to address include:

•  Retrofitting your current setup without 
   compromising the overall design aesthetic

•  Signage reinforcing office protocol on how 
    to maintain a safe and healthy workspace

•  Adding plexiglass barriers to extend 
    existing office partitions

•  Floor markings to provide visual cues 
    for maintaining appropriate distance   
   between workstations

•  Moveable walls and directional signage 
   to help direct traffic flow

As most businesses look at reopening at a 
much lower capacity, finding ways to ensure 
adherence without physically removing all 
your furniture is key. Things to consider are:

• Wayfaring signage, including wall signage    
   and floor graphics to ensure consistent 
   traffic flow

• Information signage indicating procedures
   being used to ensure public safety within 
  the business establishment

• Tabletop signage to indicate spaces that are
   not to be occupied

• Plexiglass protective barriers add an extra
   layer of separation and enable staff and 
   visitors to feel safer and more secure

REIMAGINED 
WORKSPACES

MORE OPEN 
PUBLIC SPACES

Each employee needs 36 sq ft of space



ABOUT NEU CONCEPTS
At Neu Concepts, we believe in the power of collaborative relationships with our clients 
and bring creativity and craftsmanship into every project. With a full array of fabrication, 
engineering and manufacturing services in-house, we can create spaces tailored to your 
specific needs.

Let us help you reimagine your space.

1731 Camden Ave. Durham, NC 27704 | 919.237.9960 | neuconcepts.net

THE “NEW” NORMAL
Adding social distancing solutions into your place of business is about embracing the “new” 
normal. Let us help you make sure that “new” normal includes maintaining a stylish space that 
fits your organization’s culture and brand, while still allowing for human interaction.


